Games of Moans & Groans
Does your club like to support children’s charities?
Does your club like to have some fun?
Do your group members like to win prizes?
If you answered “yes” to all of the above then we are looking for
your club to sign up “five” representatives to take part in our
biker games event scheduled for Sunday – June 29th at 14:00 at
festival headquarters.
What’s Involved?
We have 5 activities as follows:
1) Slow Ride (no explanation required)
2) Slalom Ride – Rider navigates pylons while passenger must
collect and then reset tennis ball on each pylon.
3) Ride the Plank – Rider must see if they can stay on the plank
without falling off.
4) Oil Toss – Rider does a circle both ways around the oil drum
while the passenger has five chances to throw an oil container
into the drum.
5) Spud Hunt – Riders and passengers will circle a potato bin
and when the whistle blows passengers must get to the bin
and find a potato. Each round will see one less potato in the
bin with the potato-less team being eliminated. (aka –
musical chairs)
Required Club Participation
We are looking for riding clubs to have 5 representative couples,
with each couple performing in 1 activity only. For every bike
entered in the competition we will make a $10 donation back to
the Canadian Tire Jumpstart program which helps kids get
involved in sports who perhaps can’t afford it otherwise.
So if we get 10 clubs x 5 representatives we could raise $500 in
that hour for the Jumpstart program. Winner club will get to
make the cheque presentation to the Jumpstart representatives
and be featured on the Atlanticade website.

How Is The Winning Club Determined?
There are a maximum of 10 points available for each activity.
The points awarded from each of the 5 activities are combined to
produce a final total for the club, so your club could receive
somewhere between 5 - 50 points.
What About Prizes?
Each bike entry will receive a participation bag from Canadian
Tire with product from suppliers and a $10 gift card from the
store.
In addition there will be random draws during the event for all
participants for chances to win products from the prize table.
There will be a winner declared for each activity and an overall
club winner.
How Do We Register Our Team?
Send your club team names to Atlanticade at info@atlanticade.ca
Note: You can enter a team from your chapter or combine
members from various chapters to form a team.

